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From the detailed hydrological studies of the swan coastal Plain, it is well known that

superficial and deeper artesian aquifer interactions influence local water tables, and that

local soil conditions (particularly the occunence of clay and silt particles in surface soil)

cancreateo.perched,,watertableswhichlieabovelocalsuperficialaquifers.

In sunr:nary the primary judgement of whether a wetland exists is determined by local

groundwater |evels, and secondarily by the nature of soils which are connective to a)

capillary rise of underlying groundwater creating a saturated state' and b) conditions

which create local perching. Accordingly, it is hydrological studies, augmented by soil

physical structure which are the major determinants of the presence or absence of

wetlands.

2.2. Vegetation aerd Soil TYPe

Hill et al (1996) notes the relatedness of vegetation and soil to wetland characteristics:

,,wetland terrains mdy be distinguished by the occurretxce of water' or

waterlogged soils, or vegetatiort typical of water cottdition; (eg' swamp trees' reed beds)

or lzydric soil (ie. formed in response prevailing water irtundation or waterlogging' and

includ.ing peats, peaty'sands, carbonate rnuds, etc')" (p'32)

The Collins Dictionary defines "distinguished" as: 1' to make, show or recognise a

different or differences (between or among): difflerentiate (benveen). 2.tobe a distinctive

feature of; characterise. 3. to make out, perceive' The word distingUish does not mean

define, it means show or differentiate'

Semeniuk et al. (1990) proposed. a classifi.cation of wetlat'td vegetation which can

be usedto augrnentthe basic geomorphicwetlandtypes." (p.42) (Hillet aL,1996)

The term "augment" clearly shows the authors do not mean that vegetation defines a

wetland, but rather that it assists the classification of wetlands once they are so defined'
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This is further elaborated in section 3.5 where the stud.y details the importance of fieid

verifi cation of w etlands

"Wetland vegetati.on, whi.ch i.s a good indicator of hydro-period needed to be

assessed in tlte fi.eld. Itt m.any instances aerial photog.aphic work can only reveal a

closed forest or a lteatlt, without any indication as to whether water levels or hy*.o-

period, and compositional dffirences between forest and lzeath types (eg. Melaleuca

preissiatta forest and Melaleuca rhaplziophylla forest). These dffirences in vegetatiotz

signal tttajor dffirences in lrydro-periodfeatures and cannot be ascertainedfront aerial

ph.otograph.s. " (ibid, p. 59)

Note the authors restate vegetation is an indicator, not a definition. The authors also chose

to distinguish M. preissiana and rhaphioplrylla, eruditely reflecting Marchant's

observations that M. rltaphioplrylla (Swamp paperbar-k) occuls in watercourses and

pemanent swamps, whereas M. preissiana (Moonah paper"bark) borders watercourses

and winter wet depressions.

There aie many plants which can survive temporary inundation, and generaily need

pr"olonged moist conditions to getminate and grow. These are considered as wetland

indicatoi' species. However; airnost all can grow outside wetlands, although are most

commonly found in areas where the water table varies fi'om between 0.5 and 2 m beiow

the soil surface. Such areas are not wetiands according to the hydlological definition of a

wetland adopted by WA regulations or that described by Tiner. The WA Herbariurn

describes the habitat of such species not at wetlands, but as "winter wet depressions".

Accordingly, wetland piants can be a usefu1 indicator of wetlands, but as they a1.e not

obliged to live in waterlogged soil, they are not a reliable criterion for identifying

wetlands. A far more usefu1 indicator of a wetland is the absence of upland species (i.e.

Banksia/Eucalypt) from a wetland are4 as their biological limitation prevents their

survival in waterlogged/inundated areas.

The point is raised here only to illustrate that should hydrological and soil examination

provide equivocal or ambiguous results, vegetation may assist by augmenting the data. In

this specific case M. preissiana wouLd help defiae the boundary of a wetland as it occurs

along boundaries.
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Bioscience notes that DEC',s Wetland Program office has in the more recent past defined

wetlands in terrns of the presence of "obligate" wetland plants. This is not a term used in

western Australian botany and is not contained in the flora of the Perth Region' nor is it

usedintheWesternAush.a]ianHerbarium.WenoteitisusedintheUnitedStates

DeparrnentofAgriculture,wheretheyusethefollowingdefinitions:

Xmdicator
Code

0tsL

F'A.CW

FAC

F'AC{J

Wetland
Type

Obligate
Wetland

Facultative
Wetland

Facultative

Facultative
Upland

Comnmemt

Occtrs almost always (estimated probability 99%) under

natural conditions in wetlands.

Usuaily ocflus in wetlands (estimated probability 67yo-99yo),

but oocasionally found in non-wetlaads'

Equally likely to occur in wetlands or non-wetlands (estimated

probability 34%-66%).

Usually occurs in non-wetlands (estimated probability 67%-

gg"/r),' A* occasionally found on wetlands (estimated

probability 1%-33%).

Occurs in weflands in another region, but occurs almost

;iltt (estimated probability 99%)-wdet rLattttal conditions

io rroo-*"tfands in the regions specified' If a species d9:: "*
;; in wetlands in any igiot, it is not on the National List.

The regional panel was not able to reaoh a unanimous decision

on this species.

Obligate
Upland

UPN,

NA

NI

NO

No
agleement

No indicator Insufficient information
indicator status.

No The species does not ocfllr in that reglon'

occutTence

was available to determine an

we include this defiaition to address the status of vegetation across the site'

2.3. Groundwater tr evels and Soil Type

Because groundWater is fundamentally important to areas outside envilonmental science'

(e.g. scheme water supply, urban drainage and civil engineering) methods for measuring

and monitoring groundwater are well established and an extensive dataset exists for the

Swan Coastal Plain covering many decades of records'
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Davidson (i995) describes at length the nature and dpamics of the superfi"cial aquifers

and notes that the watertable fluctuates seasonally about 1 m in the centrai sandy areas

(Eassendean sands) with the maximum watertable elevation occurring during

September/October.

Davidson (1995) also notes in reference to wetlands:

"Many of the swamps are perch.ed above the utater table and downward leakage

of water is inltibited by peaty swarup deposits atzd in sorne areas, particularly south of
Pert/2, by aferruginous hardpan. colloquially called 'coffie rock'. " (p. 11)

The tenn "hydritic soil" refers to chemical changes which occur when soils are

permanently or interrnittentiy waterlogged. Because void spaces between soil particles

become filled with water, and because gas diffusion is much slower in liquid than in air,

such soils become depleted of oxygen. As oxygen has a significant impact on redox

poterrtial, such soils become reducing, r'ather than oxidising. This moans organic car-bon

accumulates and soil sulphur becomes reduced and immobilised as or.ganic and fi.ee

sulphides. Accordingly, hydritic soils progressively become darker due to accumulation

of fine organic humus, and penneability becomes reduced.

Such soils on the Swan Coastal Plain aiso typically accumulate leduced sulphur and tend

to become so-called "acid sulphate soil". Reduced sulfides also interact with free iron

forming the fen"icrete layer termed "coffee rock".

These characteristics of "swampiness" accurately reflect the extent and duration of
inundation and water'logging. The location of fenuginous layers is also an indicator of the

Average Annual Minimurn Groundwater Level.

Areas which have prolonged inundation also develop a characteistic sediment layer, with

the specific composition of sediment determined by geomorphology and water chemishy

during inundation. When sediments include dirable materials such as invertebrate pafis

including shells, or diatom exoskeletons, they can become a very useful indicator of the

geological history of inundation.

Integrating Resource Management 10
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A further feature of inundated wetland soils relates to the progressive accumulation,

under certarn circumstances, of precipitated salts to forur minerals such as gypsum

(calcium sulphate) and limestone (calcium carbonate). These occasionally form where a

wetland becomes an evaporitic basin, receiving inflow from surrounding creeks, then the

water evaporates of sunmer months, leading to increases in dissolved salts above their

solubility tlrgsholds. In the Perth region, such depositional wetlands are common close to

the coast, but occasionally inland wetlands (e'g' Forrestdale Lake) have suoh deposits'

As a result of many physical and chemical processes which occur in the presence of

water, soils develop characters that can be identified for deter:rrination of wetland

presence and boundaries. Wetland soils can thus be identified using soil morphological

indicators such as:

- Accumulation of organic matter

- Sediment laYer

- GleYed soil colours

- Soil mottling

- Iron or manganese aggregations

- Oxidising root channels and soil pore linings

-Reducingofsulfurandcarbon(ieAcidSulfateSoils)

- PreoiPitated salts

The fimdamental basis for defining a wetland is that it is wet. Definitions are somewhat

varie4 but the key feature is groundwater levels are either above the surface level, as in

lakes, or at or very near the surface zuch that the surface soil is waterlogged or saturated'

Give,n that about 80% of plant roots occupy the top 30 cm of soil and over 95% occttpy tn

the top 65 cm of soil, it is when gtoundwater approaches this biotic zone neat the surface

that impacts producing wetland conditions occur'

2.4. The Classification of Wetlands

when a site has been defined as a wetland, in order to classify that atea in terms of

appropriate management, an assessment is undertaken using the protocols described in

EPA Bulletin 686 *A Guid.e to Wetland Management in Perth and near Perth Swan

Integrating Resource Managernent 11
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Coastal Plain area". By using a structured assessrnent protocol which considers both

naturai and human use attributes, a wetland is classified into one of three management

categories, Conservation Category (CCW), Resource Enhancement (REUD, or Muitiple

Use (1\4tI!!. Management decisions in reiation to appropdate land use can then be made.

The system of classification is currently under levision, and has been for quite some time.

The protocol for proposing modif,cations to the Geomorphic Wetlands Swan Coastal

Plains dataset (2001) states:

"DEC is currently preparing an evaluati.on method guideline to assign wetland,

nxalxagenxertt categories, wliclt will cotuolidate and replace the evaluation method in Hilt
et al (1996a), V & C Setneniuk Research Group (1998), and tlrc EPA Butlettu 686 A

Guide to Wetland Manageruent in the Perth and Near Perth Swan Coastal Plain Area

(EPA 1ee3) " (p. 1)

The wetlands re-assessment protocol provides very little by way of further guidance other

than to the references previously used, however it requires a far gleater amount of wo1k to

be underlaken, particularly in reiation to definition of vegetation, where comprehensive

vegetation surveys are requiled. The draft is paradoxical in thx none of the cited

references contained therein require such a detailed assessment of vegetation.

One important reference is Tiner (L999) Wetland indicators, a guide to ytetland

iderfiification, delineation, classification and ncappittg whjch refers to wetlands in the US.

Most impofiarrt.ly, whereas Hill et al (1996) refers in general terms to distance to

watertables, Tiner is quite specific as to how far the watertable must rise and for what

duration before an area is classified as a wetland. Tiner (1999) also modifies this

definitional benchmark according to soil permeability such that the distance to

grou:rdwater is decreased for highJy permeable soil, and increased for iower permeability

soil.

A fuithel enhancement Tiner brings to wetland classification in WA is a careful and

detailed description of hydritic soils (which although mentioned, are not defined by Hill
et a1).

lntegrating R,esource Management L2



2"5. Fietrd Veri{ication

Hill et ar (1gg6) state at 3.r2 $atfield verification is important for classifring wetlands

for several reasons:

Climatic variations influence wetlands, and field investigations are needed to

detennine such changes

The maximum and minimum water levels in wetlands are required in order to

apply geomorphic wetland classification

wetlands have to be classified according to the present water regime' as

drainage modifies the wetress characteristics of the system'

Wetlands in unusual or particular settings require fie1d studies to clarify tleir

attributes.

As previously mentioned, vegetation can provide indicators of hydro period'

and these cannot be ascertained from aeialphotograph'

3. DESKTCIP ST'{IDY

3.n. Cffimate

The south west of Westem Australia is characterised by a Mediterranean climate

comprising hot dry sulnmel.s and cool wet winters' According to the Bureau of

Meteorology t}le averuge annual rainfall within the vicinity of the site is 827 '7r*n

(Jandakot Aero No. 009172). The monthly distribution of rainfall (Figure 2) indicates

approximat ely 85% of the rainfall occlrs during the months of May to october' The

potelrtial annual evaporation of the area is 1800 mm, which is significantly more than

annual precipitation (Davidson and Yr.r, 2006). The prevailing wind is from a south-

westerly direction, however easterly winds coinmon, particularly in the summer months'

lntegrating Resource Management 13
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Figure 2: Average Annual Rainfall L972-2,010

The average rainfall over the 6 year study period for this repofi varied markedly, with

some years receiving average or slightly above average rainfall and others with

significantly less rainfall than the 37 year average, with 2006 and 2010 receiving nearly

half the average amolmt. However, 2005 recieved 73% more minfall than the average and

2008 received 5%o more rainfall than the average (Figurc 3).

(. \_
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Figure 3: R.ainfall over the study period

3.1.1. Clineate change

Australia is one of the driest continents in the world and the affects of climate change are

no more obvious than in south-westem Australia- Time series charts such as frgtxe 4

illustrate an excessive decrease in annual rainfall over the past 100 years' Decreasing

rainfafl and increasing tefiIperatures over south-westem Australia has had Sim

consequences for the swan coastal Plain's diverse wetlands' These factors have left

manywetlands dry due to decreased groundwater recharge and increased evaporation'

!ntegrating Resource Management 15
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Figure 4: Annual rainfall anomaly for south-western Australia

Climate change predictions indicate that the current trend is likely to continue into the

future as a result of human activity. Climate change projections to 2030 in Australia's

south-west include an eight percent reduction in average rainfall compared to 1980-99

ay erage rainfall data @oW, 2009).

3.2. Geomorphic Dataset

The original wetland mapping for the Swan Coastal Plain is contained in Hill et al. (1996)

Volume 2b. This was progressively f,'ansfoffned into a digital data set which is now

contained within fhe Western Australiao Land Information Service available through the

interaet (www.walis.w a. gov. au).

Ta 2002 part of the northern section of the properly was classified as Conservation

Category Wetland (CCW) under the Department of Environment's Wetland classification

guidelines. Four other areas respectively classified as Resource Enhancement Wetlands

tsESD also overlap the site (Figre 9).

!ntegrating Resource Management 16
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3.3. T'oPognaPhY

The area is undulating and according to the WA Aflas, elevation ranges from 38m AHD

in the south eastern col1ler to 16m AHD in the demarked northern wefland meas and areas

along the wester:r boundary. The average height for the ar.ea is between 24 to 30m AI{D

with a generulslope fi'orn south-east to nofih-west (Figure 6 contours fi'om WA Atlas)'

Bioscience formed the view these elevations were not consistent with other data, so the

height was determined in the field using base-corrected differential GPS which is

standard surveying equipment and accurat e to 2 mm AHD' This work showed the

northern demarked wetland had a minimum elevation of 17'605 m AHD and an average

of 1g.12 m across the relatively flat wea. This was subsequently confirmed by the Water

l-l Conscn'rLtion Cxtcgory lgettut! {CCW)

I lResc,urce 
Enlrartsemeni Wefland {REli)

| | Uuttipte Use werland {l!tt-iW)

F'igure 5: Geomorphic Wetlands Dataset Map
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Corporation suryey of local drains rurdertaken in 2009 as part of the Peel Main Drain

study for the Department of Water. That study found the wetland. area had elevations of
18.40 m at the northem boundary and 18.2 m near the middle of the demarked wetland.

i0nr Conrour 3nr Corttuilr

I nr {irounduater ('nntour

Figure 6: Topography and grouadwater contours
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3.4. Site Geology and Geomorphology

The subject site is located on the swan coastal plain within the Bassendean dune system,

an ateacharacterised by low dunes of siliceous sand interspersed with poorly drained

areas or wetiands. Soils tend to be a deep bleached grey colour sometimes with a pale

yellow B horizon or a weak iron-organic hardpan at depths generally greater thanzm'

Underlying the Bassendean fonnation is the Guildford formation' The soils of the

Guildford.formation are complex, and comprise a successive layering of soils formed

from erosion of material from the scarp to the east' Rivers and streams have mostly

ca:ried the eroded material,which is deposited from the water as fans of alluvium' The

Guildford fonnation is characterised by poor draiaage due to the low permeability of zub-

soil clays which prevent the downward infiltration of rainfall, consequently during the

winter month's water logging and surface inundation can occur' In addition' the clay

fraction of the Guildford formation is known to have highly variable Plasticity Indices

(Hillman et a1.,2003)'

The geology at the site as per the Geological Survey of westem Australia 1:50000

Environmental Geological se[ies Fremantle Map part of sheets 2033 I and2033 IV and

Rockingham Map part of sheets 2033 II and2033III are either (FigBIe 6):

CPS _ PEATY CLAY - Dart grey and black, soft, variable organic content,

some quartz sand inplaces, of lacustrine origlrx

58_SAND-Verylightereyatsurface,yellowatdepth,finetomedium

gtained, sub-rounde d quartz,moderately well sorte{ of eolian origul

Integrating Resource Management t9
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3.5. I{ydrogeology

According to Davidson and Yu (2006) the study area appeal's to be located within the

Jandakot Mound, which is bounded to the north by the Swan and Canning Rivers, to the

east by Southern River and Byford super{icial aquifer, to the south by the Karnup Drain

and to the west by the Ocean. Given this mapping was conducted on a regional scale the

actual hydrogeology of the site maybe rather complex-

The majority of groundwater recharge like other areas within the Swan Coastal Plain,

results from rainfall infrltration, however additional rechalge results fiom rainwater

runofffrom the Dadiog Scarp (Davidson and Yu, 2006). An estimated annual recharge of

f igure 7: Soil GeologY
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w to z[yois relatively high for the swan coastal Plain and due in part to high hydraulic

conductivity of the Bassendean sands and the shallow water table'

The Jandakot Mound has a transmissivity ranging from 200 - 1000m2/ddY' trt avefage

annual fluctuation of approximately 0.64m and ultimately discharges into either the swan

River (15150 m3/da9, Canning River (7000 nf ldayl,the Ocean (66450 msldayl' Karnup

Drain (1700 rf ldayl,southemRiver (3000 m'/da9 or Lake Forrestdale (6200m31da9'

WA atlas indicates that the groundwater level is around 16m AHD with the hydraulic

gradient moving from east to west and south west (Figure 4)'

The Mortimer Road site is part of the Peel main drain system as outlined in the DoWs

(2009) Jandakot drainage and water nxanagenxent plan (Figure 7)' The Peel sub drain o

besins at the northem part of the propefiy at its highest point and runs west around 2 h

before entering the main drain'

mrr;uLuh#, la'J ' 
-L0NGITttDfi{$.L 

sEclToN
Peel sub 0 Dtaia and Local Aut$orlty Drair t'ldlth, s,staE got" & Ftsr

frrur6 {'l

Feel Maiu Drain (Sub O)

<A>Me lYarcr Corporation oPen drain

Local Authority open and piped drains

figure 8: IloW Feel Main Drain - Sub drain O
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3.6. Vegetation

The study area is within the Swan Coastal Plain Biogeographic Region of the South-west

Botanical Province (Thackway and Cresswell, 1995, Paczkowska and Chapman, 2000),

aL area that extends from Jurien Bay to the north to Dunsborough to the south, and west

of the Darling Scarp.

3.6.1. Vegetation Complexes and Floristic Comnaunity Types

The Bush Forever Site Number 273 is located north-east of the study area (Figrre 8) and

depicts the likely vegetation complexes that reside within the property. According to the

Buslt Foret,er site description (DEP, 2000) only one complex exists within site nurnber

273;the Bassendean complex (Central and South).
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In addition to the vegetation complex in the Bush Forever site description, Gibson et al'

describes three Floristic communities Types within two supergroups occur in proximity

to the site; including,

SupergrouP 2: Seasonal Wetlands

Supergroup3:UplandscentredonBassendeanDunesandDandar'aganPlateau

4" WETT,AND ASSESSMENT FXEI'D WORK

4.n. Hydrology and Soil nalvestigatioms

IrrordertoinvestigatethesoilandhydrologyoftheareaolassifiedbyDECaswetland,a

drifling proglam was underlaken in August 2OO5' An auger-core drill rig equipped with a

Geopr.obe sampling system was used to dig holes 4m below the surface where core

samples were recovered, examined and logged and sub-samples were taken for

laboratory investi gation'

Locations were chosen based on geomorphology of the area, alrd positioned to capture

cross sections through the demarked wetland area. Mechanical oore augeriog using a

Geoprobe sample collection systern is the preferred method over manual core augering as

it provides in situ representative samples intact and reduces the risk of soil blending

within the Profile.

After the holes were drilled, piezometers made from 50 mn slotted PVC pipe were

inserted below the minimum groundwater levelto a depth of 4m (bottom 3m slotted and

end capped) with 0.5m above the surface. The annulus around the screened interval was

packed with gravel. Piezometer tops were cqpped and locations were logged by GPS

@igure 10).
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4.2. Soil Fnofiles

Each dri1l hole presented a very similar soil profile consisting of a shallow A horizon

(100 - 150mm) of grey sand over'lying white medium/coarse grained white sand typically

to a depth of about 1m. Sand then becarne uniform grading coarse yellow to brown sand

to 4m (Appendix 1).

A weakly indurated layer 200mm deep was found at one site only fto1e 1). This area is

outside the boundary of what is currently classified as CCW. There was no evidence in

any soils collected of sediment layers, or of organic deposition.

4.3. Hydrological Data

Piezometer water level data was recorded for 6 months in 2005, then monthly from

October 2007 until May 2011 (Figure 9). Groundwater 1eve1s were closest to the surface

Figure 10: Bore Locations

lntegrating Resource Management 24



duringAugustandbegantorecedeaftert}ristime.Groundwaterwasclosesttothesurface

at MMB4 during 2008 reaching a maximum of 1519mmbe1ow the surface'

6
o;q̂a
EE
=4Eg
o
(,

17

16.5

16

15.5

15

14.5

-MMB1.*"* MMB2

"#.MMB3
MMB4

Figure L1: Groundwater levetrs Octoher 2007-May 2011

This data conelates with local groundwater data of sunounding monitoring bores (DoE'

2005) that suggest levels fluctuate arurually about 1m reaching minimum depth around

August. However, despite having above averagerainfall in 2008 the groundwater reaches

no closer than 1519mm berow the surface. This is inconsistent with the Hill et al (L996)

wetland classifi.cation which suggests that in order to be classified as a dampland the soil

shouldbeoomewaterloggedtluoughthecapillaryr{seofwaterorraisingofthewater

table.Itisunlikelythatcapillaryactionwou]dhaveaneffectofmorethanl0-20cminthe

mediurn/coarse sands found throughout the area'

To determine the ir:liuence of the particuiar season on data collected on site' it was

analysed against the closest long term monitoling bores logged by the DeparAnent of

Envir.onment for at least 35 years. The closest long term monitoring bores are around 1 -

2.5 kmaway and as such do not give a direct indication of the local hydrology but nther

gtrv e anoverview of regional hydrological change'

Eight monitoring bores within a 4km radius (location in Figure 12)were examined for

averugeannual groundwater level. Results show that there is a general decline from
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approximately 0.1m to 0.95m in average annual groundwater levels across 5 monitoring

bores (3038 , 305'7, 3069,3093, and 3094). Three of the eight monitoring bores increased

from approximately 0.3m to 0.38m (3044,3A45, and 3070) however, although monitoring

bore 3070 has increased in average annual groundwater level, the an:rual maximum

groundwater level has decreased 0.34m in the past 10 years compared with the previous

decade.

To deter:rrine whether any significant changes to this site have occurred, archived aerial

photographs of the site since 1953 were examined. Although the majority of available

photographs were taken in surnmer, there are ,mFle for the wet months of June tluough

September. None of the photographs, in'cluding those prior to any substantial ciearing in

the area, show any evidence that the site has ever been inundated in the last 58 years. It is

also wotth noting that the wetland area bound.ary has become much less definitive over

time (Appendix 4).

Figure L2: Annual average groundwater levels of surrounding monitoring bores
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4"4. Soil Data

Soil samples were selected from recovered drilling cores to test for the presence of Actual

Acid sulphate soils (AASS) and Potential Acid sulfate Soils (PASS). As the soils were

invariably sand with very low organic matter, only those samples which occurred in

darker brown horizons were tested except for Hole 1, where the entire profile was tested'

Tests involved measuring field pH and pH after oxidation with peroxide, according to the

,Tield Tesf, guidance issued by DEC for assessing Acid Sulfate Soils.

Table 1: Soil pH netre ana arur oxiaaUof wl'tn n
Sample PHrcr PMuzoe H"Oz Reaction

t.2 4.45 4.07 Ni1

1.3 4.66 4.28 Nil
1,.4 4.84 4.28 Nil
1.5 s.L4 4.43 Nil
1,6 5.4 3.89 Nil
t.7 s.64 4.69 Nil
1.8 6.24 5.34 Nil
1.9 6.43 4.74 Nil
2.s 4.97 4.36 Nil
3.6 5.72 4.13 Nil
4.6 5.94 4.36 Nil
5.5 s.42 4.02 Nil

Acid Sulfate soil is judged by a lowertng of pH by more t}Ian} units after reaction with

hydrogen peroxide, and extent of reaction with peroxide. As shown in Table 1' none of

the soils tested showed any evide,lrce of acid sulphate conditions'

It is also noteworthy that hole 1 soil shows a progressive rise of soil pH with depth

(podzolisation) rather.than a zudden r{se at a particular point as would be expected from

saturated soil, where water'logging changes redox potential and under anaerobic

(r'educing) conditions, pH t51pically shows a sharp rise'
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4.5. Vegetation

4,5.1. Detailed Site Investigation

Bioscience undertook a detailed vegetation survey which met the requirements of EPA

Guidance 51. Six iOm quadrats were clearly marked out covering each vegetation uni and

one 100m transect were studied in detail (Figwe 13) (Appendix 2). The demarked CCW

was assessed using two quadrats. Quadrat one $ziR01) surveyed a 10 x 10 m
representative area of the cenfie of the wetland whilst quadrat four (MR04) surveyed a

10 x 10 m representative area of the transitional zone between wetland and dry land

vegetation along the edge of the wetland bouadary. A REW wetland on the western

boundary (MR03) was also investigated for comparison.

Survey results show that three vegetation subtypes are lepresented within Lot 123

including;

This is comparable to the bush forever site 273 to the north of the subject ar-ea.
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Results indicate that some wetland species do exist within the area deurarked as CCW'

However, this was to be expected as, based on geomorphology (i'e' that the area is flat) it

may have had some wetland features over 60 years ago. However; dryland species such

as A. fraseriana af,d C. calophylla are now well establishing within the areb'

>J

Figure13:EP.A.Guidance5lQuadratandTransectLocations
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Wetlands do not become drylands overnight resulting in a high likelihood that some

wetland evidence will remain within the CCW, The only evidence supporting the

presence of a wetland is vegetation, which is only one ttrild of the criterion required to

satisfy the identification of a wetland. The progression from wetiands to drylands begins

with the reduction and eventual absence of water due to altered hydrological regimes,

reduced ratnfall, and increased evaporation. Once the water is absent fiom the soil

anaerobic conditions turn to aerobic conditions eliminating the presence of hydritic soils.

Once the changes in hydrology and soil have occured the vegetation will begin a

succession from wetland vegetation to dryland vegetation, the rate of which is determined

by their minimum water requirement and competition with more adapted dryland species.

It is worth noting that there have been no studies on vegetation changes over time in

wetiands becoming drylands and as a result there is no expected time scale at which the

vegetation changes will occur'.

4"5"2. Fatn,&nalysis

Statistical pattem analysis (PATN) was used to analyse similarities between each of the

community types within the subject area. Blay and Cutis similality index and nearest

neighbour analysis show a distinct dissimilarity between the CCW and REW areas and

Banlcsia I Eucalyptu,s areas (Figure 14). However there is stil1 a clear distinction between

the REW and the CCW areas. Due to the fac/i thrt the REW represents a functioning

wetland the dissimilarity between it and the said wetland supports the evidence previously

highlighted that the CCW wetland was once a wetland however due to a reduction in

water table level is now functioning as a dlyland.
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F'igure 14: Eray and Curtis nearest neighbour pattern analysis dendrogram

4"5.3. Vegetatiom Condition

Thesiteappearstobeinverygoodconditionwithweedincursionslargelyrestrictedto

the southem end of the property and along the edges of n'acks and boundaries' There has

also been some disturbance associated with clearing timber (iarrah)' the dumping of

rubbish and vehicles. According to the Bush Forever condition tattngthe site is generally

very good to pristine with some southern areas in averageto poor condition' Fires do not

Wpear to be verY regular"

v/ithin the demarked ccw area M. preissiana ale sparse and older h'ees appear to be in

decline. Little or no regeneration of the species appears to have occurred in the last 20

years. There is evidenoe of recruitment of A' fraseriana and C' catophytla enctoaching on

tJre arcaand this suggests there has been a period of plolonged reduction in water table

levels.

b2[O6,high resolution digital photos were taken factngnorth' south' east and west from

eaoh of the 5 piezometers installed through the ccw area' In 201L' a further set was

taken fiom the same positions (Appended as a CD)' These attest to the general decline of

wetland species and increasing dominance and general health of upland species'
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5. FXNDINGS

5.1. Geomorphic Classification

Under the curent state legislation the three wetland management categories are:

ecological affributes and functions

Resource Enhancement Wetlands (REw] - Wetlands which may have been

partially modified but stili support substantial ecological ath'ibutes and functions

Multiple use wetland (MUw) - wetiands with few impofiant ecological

attributes and functions remaining

The subject area is within the Bassendean Soil Complex according to the Western

Australian Geological Survey (Gozzard, 1986a & Gozzatd, 1986b). Under the

Geomorphic Dataset (Hill et al, 1996) the area is classified as a dampiand. Under the

current classification system, this would suggest the soil experiences irrtermittent

waterlogging either due to the existence of "perched" watertable or the lifting of the

watertable to the soil surface.

Soil anaiysis data from the site is consistent withthat of the Bassendean complex. There

is liffle evidence of a confining fer:uginous hardpan that would otherwise be expected in

the event of a perched watertable (Davidson, 1995). There is no presence of wetland

morphological indicatorc or evidence of hydlitic conditions, suggesting that the CCW

classification was based purely on vegetation features rather than the soil becoming

waterlogged due to watertable dse.

The data coliected from monitoring bores on site, and its relatedness to surrounding deep

monitoring bores indicates this area is not a wetiand due to the fact that that the

watertable rose to a maximum of 1519mm beiow the surface (which occured durtng a

greater than average rainfall year). Historical data f,om the closest monitoring bores show

that in the wettest years of the 30 yeal record, the highest groundwater levels recorded. are

only 300mm above the average maximum which signifies that even in a very heavy

rainfall year the groundwater wouid not rise to greater thanl2lgmmbelow the surface.
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The current owner of the Landgren Road property has advised the eastern half of the

property including the said wetland was once cleared for market gardening although it has

not been used for this purpose for about 10 years. Native regrowth has largely been

limited to areas of lower elevation consisting mostly of Pericalymma ellipticum' Astartea

sp. and sedges (a formal flolal assessment has not been undertaken)' Sparse Banksia-

Eucalyptwoodland sun'ounds the wetland with de,nse populations of non-native glasses

(esp. Ehrharta calycina) throughout. The westeu: half of the pl.opeffy is chafacterised by

Banksia-Eucalyptwoodland, part of which has been cleared to accommodate the building

envelope.

Local residents suggest that the wetland as a whole has not experienced inundation for at

least 10 years. There is some suggestion that this is a result of changes in local drainage to

accommodate residential development. A better undemtanding of this will be obtained in

the proposed drainage plan required by the Draft Jandakot structure Plan'

Courserl'ation Category Wetlamd and surroumdimg

FroPerties
rh Bioscience\"e# .kl:r'r-:--*-'
m

Figure 15: CCW and surroundingproperties
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Results of the Bulletin 686 reveal a conservative score of 11 was recorded for natural

attributes. Likewise for human-use, despite being relatively secluded, the wetland has few

redeeming features and scored only 7. The area has no value in terms of passive or active

recreation (Appendix 3).

Under the Bulletin 686 assessment the combination of these attributes alone would

classify the wetland as Multiple Use. This is furher strengthened by the fact that past land

use and levei of disturbance suggest there are no rare and endangered species on the site,

there is no significant effect on real estate vaiues and there are no heritage values - there

is an Aboriginal Heritage site registered for the south end of the Mortimer Road site, but

this has no effect on the wetland in question.

6 " DEVEI,OPh/ffiNT POTENT'N,{X-

The Mofiimer Road site is cun'ently zoned fol Special Rurai Development under the

Kwinana Town Flanning Scheme No. 2 (1992). Under this zoning there is a requirement

to limit block sizes to 2-4hectares with a building envelope of 2000m2.

Under the Jandakot Sf,ucture Flan the iand eamarked as future Urban, anticipating

housing development for the area sun'ounding the CCW. Based on present development

standards that may mean housing at a rate of about 12 dwellings per hectare for

residential land.

Preservation of the CCW would likely require a default allowance of approximately 200m

to buffer it fiom any development. The basis for such a distance is detailed in the t dr-aft

publication fi'om WAPC Guidelines for tlrc Deternthtatiott of T|letland Buffir Distances

(2005). Hovrevet, most importaritly this guideline unequivocally states the importance of
agreeing that wetlands exist as a fu'st step in determining buffer distances.

"Acknowledgment of the existence of a wetland is the fi.rst step in tl.te

detemtination of a wetland buffer. This step does not require arry specific definition of the

wetland area. The outconte is agreement tlwt a wetland of some fornc exists at a
p articular lo cation. " (ibid, p.7)
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The prese,lrce of CCWs would have a major impact on development plans' For example

housing envelopes or access ddveways carrnot be placed within the wetlands or buffer

zooes.

It is noteworthy that the landowner has preserved the bushland on Lot 123 tfiact for over

50 years with the intention of eve,lrtually developing it in a way which maximises the

preservation of native vegetation'

7 " CONCX,USIONS

The current wetland definitions are clear on wetlands being areas where the soil it wet'

The classification system for wetland managefirent categori-os is inadequate and has bee'n

subject to revision for over a decade without any final version being made public' In this

site, the primary critedon for defining a dampland (i'e' the soil undergoes intemittent

waterlogging) is not satisfied. There is no evidence of hydritic soils being preseot'

Althoughthear.eadoessupportanumberofkeyplantspeciescolnmontolow.lyingareas

and/or wetlands, most are in poor condition and in decline with encroaohing and heal*ty

dryland vegetation'

DespitevegetationnotbeingadefiningfeatureunderHilletd'(1'gg6)ciassification'itis

ourexperiencetrratthisbecomesthedefiningcharacteristicthatdeterminesthe

preservation (or otherwise) of land considered wetland, in the absenoe of clear

hydrological and soil data. we have oollected and presented such data here' According to

the defuritions provided by Hill and by Tiner, the data clearly and unequivocally means

t,,e arcais not a wetland. Because it is not a wetland, Bulletin 686 is not an appropriate

mechanism for classiffig the areas conservation value; however a Bulletin 686 was

conducted for Lot 38 Landgen Road and scored very low making at best a classification

of MultiPle Use.

The original response received

identiffing categor{es;

from the DoE (2006) outlines tlree distinct wetland
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"Hill et at (1996) recognises that wetlands are identified by the presenc:e of three

wetland indicators: tlte presence of water/waterlogging, vegetation typical of wet

conditions and sediment or lrydritic soils"

The Morlimer road wetland has no presence of water/waterlogging, some flora typical of

wet conditions (although it also contains obligate upland species), and no sediment or

hydritic soils. So by this definition the CCW UFI 6679 does not satisfy the requirements

of a wetland.
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,A.PPENDIX 3: Eulletin 686

Eultretin 686 Assessmexlt for n-,ot 38 Landgren Road, Wellard'

Part I - Pnesemce of, rere speaies

Is the wetland ababxxfor Gaze,tted rare species of flora or fauna?

An"vwer:No

Fart trIB: Seasomatr end episodie wetlamds with

poonly defined boundaries

trntrodtlction - trzonitrgt' the weflands 
.

As described in Section 2.4,these"extensive" wetlands cannot be treated as single units'

Zone tbewetland as desoribed in Section 4.2, Step 6. Each section should be the subject

of a separat" urr"rr*"rrt using the following questionnaire' Whele the word "wefland" is

used iishould be interpreted to mean "wetland section".

i Envirorumen'tal geology classification

Does the wetland occl]1' on the Quindalup Dunes or on a geologioal unit confined to a

river/estuary fl oodPlain?

Answer:No. The property is Bassendean sand at approximatelyZ}mAHD'

Scorel I I

ii ,Adjaeent wetlands

Are there wetlands within aZfunradius?

Answer:Yes. The property lies adjacent to Lot 123 Mortimer Road which contains the

vast majority of A" *iti#ap.p.t with a better representation of the e'ndemic flora'

Scoref0l

iii Habitat diversitY

Is the composition and shucturr of the vegetation significantly different to that found at

nearby wetlands?

Answer:No. The adjacent property contains a better representation of the endemic flora

and has suffered less disturbance'

Scorel 1 l
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iv Habitat type

Using the list below score one for each habitat type represented (maximum score 10).

a) Vegetation over 0.1 hectare (1000m z ) in area.

" large paperbarks (>2.5m tall) in dense clumps t-l

' low thickets (ie <2.5m tail). These are often Melaleuca, Astartea or

Kunzea spp

. paperbark fringe

" fringing rushes and sedges (often Baunrea, Juncea spp)

. fringing Typlru (bulrush)

' samphire or salt marsh

" extensive inlake beds of Typlm or other rushes

. scattered dense clurnps of rushes or sedges

t-l

t-l
r-l
L-l

t-l

t-l
t--t

[-t

species)

" permanent shallow open water < 50cm deep

" perrnanent deep open water > 50cm deep

Score r/ zpoint for

. scattered paperbarks

. scaffered rushes

b) Other habitats

" flooded grassland in winter/spring t-]

" mud flats or seasonally dry open water t-]

" islands - naturai or human made l-]

" fringing woodland or heath (eg eucalyptus nodes or non-wetland

t1l

r-l

t-l

t1l

i1l

Se o:re{.3 }

Notes: The wetland has been previously cleared. Regtowth of native vegetation has
occuned at lower elevation mainiy consisting of Pericalyntma ellipticrmt and sedges, with
only occasional Melaleuca preissii, Allocasuainafraseriana and Cotynfuia caloplrylla.
The boundary is densely populated with non-native grass species (Ehrharta calycina

v Drainage

Ale there drains dilecting water into or out of the wetiand?

Answer: No
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vi Area of wefland modified

what proportion of the wetland has been modified by clearing of vegetation (including

undergrowth) la"dfil],;a";; cukiyxed gardensiplaying fields' irrigated agriculture'

gazig,weed invasion, mining etc?

Answer:current owner advised land was cleared for market gardeuing' but has not been

used for this purpos. rrt-"ppt".l*ately 10 yeafs' only lowest elevations have

experie,lrcod native regrowth'

Scorel I I

vii wetland size

Section of wetland on Lot <10ha'

Scorell I

TOTAL SCORE llu

Slan"t {[[ - ffiunmaua-Erse questf,on[meflre

i Aesthetics

Does the wetland possess any of the following athibutes? (score appropriately and add

score at the end)

Little,if any, artificial noise Score 2

UnderstoreY mostlY intact Score 2

Few, or no, roads or buildings

obvious fromwetland Score 2

SteeP ridge visible as Part of the

sce,nery Score 1

Ridge accessible grving view of
wetland Score 1

Wetland is a lake and oPen water

easYto view Score 1

A section of wetland exists where

iew peoPle visit Score 1

Lzl

t-l

121

i-l

t-l

[-]

tll
Score[51
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ii Historieal and archaeological features

Does the wetland have any of the following historical or archaeological features?

" registered Aboriginal relics or sacred sitess .

" pioneer relics/operations

. National Estate/Trust listings

Note: An Aboriginal site is registered on Mortimer Road to the south but does not affect
this properfy.

Se ore{8i

iii Security of wetland

What is the current vesting of the land containing the wetland? Score according to the

- following table.

Atuwer : Privately owned

Srorel I I

iv Frotection groups

Does the wetland have active community protection groups?

One or mole Score 5

No groups Score 0

tcri re lil I

v Fassive recreation

- Is the wetiand used for any of the following passive recreation activities?

Ifyes, score 1 for each

" nature study/bird watching t-l
. education (school or other educational interest within 500m) t-]

'picnic and /or barbecue faciiities l-l
. conservation of flora (refer to maps) t-]
. conservation of fauna (refer to maps) t-]

" protection and preservation ofother attributes t-]
. recognised research site

- biological

- archaeological
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r-l

t-l

Scorel0l

Note:Previous disturbance events have resulted in reduced biodiversity and degraded

;;;;;"d* Non-native species are prevalent'

vi Active recreatiom

Is the wetland used for any of the foliowing active recreational activities? If yes, score 1

for each.

" walking/jogging or cYcling

'horse riding

'trail bike riding

" playground

'sports grounds

" model boats

" golfcourse

' canoeing/rowing

o Pow€r boating/skiing

" swimming

vii Other hunnam-uses

Is the wetland used for any of the following purposes? (Score 1 for each)

- other

, recognised tourist venue

. agricultural activities (gazing,hortioulture etc)

' mining (oheck for mining leases)

" existing/proposed servioe oorridors (SECWA' roads' etc)

, water supply

. proposed urban/housing use

' private purposes other than described above

t-l

t-l

t-l

t-l

t-l

t-l

t-l

t-l

t-l

t-l

Scorel0l

t-l

i-l

t-l

t-l

t1l

t-l

Scorel I I

Note:The wetland is situated at the rear of aproperlry curently classified as 'special

rural'' 
TorAL scoRE l7l
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Fart IV : Supplementery questiCIns

i Species rarity

Are rare (and not gazetted) species of animals or piants present or a1'e there communities
represented which have a limited distribution?

Answer:No

ii Effect on land values

Does the wetland significantly enhance reai estate values and land rates around it? ie,
does the wetland add more than 10% to the value of nearby houses?

Answer: No. Ir its current state the wetland has low biodiversity and significant weed
infestation.

iii l{uman use

Do more than 100 people visit the wetland each week?

Answer'.No

iv) private hurnan-use value

Where there is evidence of private use of the wetland (stock grazing, views of wetland
fi'om house or private recreation) ask owner how important the wetland is as a private
resource. Does the owner rate it highly?

Answer'.No
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